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Vol. 34 (2003) ACTA PHYSICA POLONICA B No 2
URANIUM FORM FACTORS IN SELECTED UTXCOMPOUNDS�P. Javorskýa;, J. Shweizerb, F. Givordb, J.-X. BouherlebV. Sehovský, A.V. Andreevd, E. Lelièvre-Bernaeand F. BourdarotbaEuropean Commission, Joint Researh CentreInstitute for Transuranium Elements, Postfah 2340, 76125 Karlsruhe, GermanybCEA, DRFMC, SPSMS/MDN, Centre d'Etudes Nuléaires de Grenoble, 85 X38054 Grenoble Cedex 9, FraneDepartment of Eletroni Strutures, Charles University12116 Prague 2, The Czeh RepublidInstitute of Physis ASCR, Na Slovane 2, 182 21 Prague 8, The Czeh RepublieInstitut Laue Langevin, 6 rue Jules Horowitz, 38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, Frane(Reeived July 10, 2002)We present a study of uranium magneti form fators in the UCoAl,UPtAl, UNiGa and UNiAl intermetalli ompounds, all rystallizing in thehexagonal ZrNiAl-type struture. Our study is based on polarized neutrondi�ration experiments. The ��L=�S ratio determined from our data isredued ompared to the U3+ free-ion value for all the studied ompounds,indiating deloalization of the 5f-eletron states.PACS numbers: 71.20.Lp, 75.25.+z, 75.30.Gw, 75.30.�m1. IntrodutionExistene and size of the uranium orbital moment in intermetalli om-pounds, in whih the 5f-eletron states are rather itinerant, are prinipalissues of the eletron struture and eletroni properties of these materi-als. Orbital moment is a vital ingredient in the mehanism responsible for ahuge magneti anisotropy observed even in very weak itinerant ferromagnetslike UNi2 or antiferromagnets, e.g. UNiAl. Deloalization of the 5f-eletronstates presumably involves redution of the ��L=�S ratio from the valueexpeted for the U3+ free ion. Closer inspetion of U-moment studies on� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1425)



1426 P. Javorský et al.di�erent materials reveals that the redution of the orbital moment is mainlyinvolved in this e�et.We have studied the uranium magneti form fators in the UPtAl, UCoAl,UNiGa and UNiAl ompounds, all rystallizing in the hexagonal ZrNiAl-typestruture. All these ompounds, irrespetive of the ground state whih isferromagneti (UPtAl), antiferromagneti (UNiAl, UNiGa) or paramagneti(UCoAl), exhibit strong uniaxial magnetorystalline anisotropy with mag-neti moments aligned along the hexagonal  axis in the ordered state [1℄.Our measurements have been performed in magneti �elds high enough toahieve ferromagneti ordering in the studied materials, exept for UNiAl.The maximum �eld was too small to indue a transition into the ferromag-neti state in UNiAl. Using the method of �ipping ratios, only ferromagnetiomponent of the moments are measured.2. ExperimentalThe polarized neutron di�ration experiments have been performed onthe 5C1 di�ratometer in LLB Salay (UNiGa, UNiAl) and the D3 di�ra-tometer in ILL Grenoble (UCoAl, UPtAl) at the wavelength of 0.85 Å, inthe ase of UCoAl also at 0.51 Å. The �ipping ratios have been measured inmagneti �eld of 4 T (UNiGa and UNiAl), 8 T (UCoAl) and 9.6 T (UPtAl)at following temperatures: 10 K (UNiGa), 23 K (UNiAl), 2 K (UCoAl andUPtAl). Samples with a shape of a �at plate (typially 5�3�0:8 mm) havebeen used. To re�ne the rystal struture parameters and the extintionorretion, di�ration experiments on the D15 and D10 di�ratometers inILL have been performed.3. Results and disussionThe measured �ipping ratios R (for a nonentrosymmetri struture, Ris given by a quite omplex expression, see e.g. [2℄) have been analyzed bytwo di�erent approahes. In the �rst one, we reonstrut the magnetizationdensity maps using the maximum entropy method, whih makes no assump-tion on the magnetization distribution within the unit ell. Then we �t themagneti struture fators alulated from these maps to an atomi model,in whih the magneti moments desribed by a given magneti form fatorare loated on atomi sites. The magneti struture fator is then given as:FM(Q) =Xat Gat(Q)e�Wat�atfat(Q) : (1)The summation goes over all atoms whih arry a magneti moment � de-sribed by a form fator f. Q is the sattering vetor, W is the Debye�Waller



Uranium Form Fators in Seleted UTX Compounds 1427fator and G is given as G(Q) =Xj eiQrj ; (2)where we sum over all equivalent positions of a given atom. The magnetiform fator of uranium has been taken as�UfU = �Shj0i+ �L(hj0i+ hj2i) ; (3)where hjni are radial integrals tabulated for individual ions. As an example,the form-fator urve of UNiGa is shown in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. Uranium form-fator urve of UNiGa; the points represent values alu-lated from the reonstruted density map after subtration of all non-uraniumontributions, the line represents the form fator alulated by equation (1) usingthe parameters given in Table I.The other approah represents the diret re�nement of the measured�ipping ratios, independently on the maximum entropy results. We assumethe atomi model as in the previous treatment.In all the studied ompounds, the main magneti ontribution omesfrom the uranium atoms. Additionally, we observe small indued magnetimoments on the transition metal atoms. These moments in relation to mag-netorystalline anisotropy are disussed in separate papers (see e.g. [2℄).The resulting uranium orbital and spin magneti moments are summarizedin Table I. The results obtained by the two di�erent methods are generally



1428 P. Javorský et al.in a good agreement. Data given here have been obtained assuming hjnifuntions of the U3+ ion. Assuming U4+, we have obtained the same valuesof the total moments and the same agreement with the experimental data,and annot thus make any onlusions about the uranium valene.TABLE IThe uranium orbital and spin moments in the studied ompounds.�total(U) �L ��S ��L/�Sompound (�B/atom) (�B/atom) (�B/atom)UNiGa a 1.26(4) 2.73(4) 1.47(5) 1.86(7)b 1.30(4) 2.63(4) 1.33(5) 1.98(9)UNiAl a 0.136(4) 0.29(1) 0.15(1) 1.93(10)b 0.128(4) 0.29(1) 0.16(1) 1.81(10)UCoAl a 0.428(3) 0.73(1) 0.30(1) 2.43(5)b 0.412(5) 0.73(1) 0.32(1) 2.28(6)UPtAl a 1.18(5) 2.54(3) 1.36(6) 1.86(5)b 1.16(6) 2.73(4) 1.57(6) 1.74(6)a � �t of equation (1) to maximum entropy resultsb � re�nement of �ipping ratiosThe ratio ��L/�S determined by our analysis is in all the ases reduedompared to the U3+ free-ion value of 2.57. This result indiates deloaliza-tion of the uranium 5f -eletron states in these ompounds. The redution issimilar to that reported for isostrutural URhAl [3℄. Surprisingly, the small-est redution is found for UCoAl, whih is onsidered as one of the UTXompounds with rather deloalized 5f eletrons [1℄. We shall note, however,that both �L and �S are in this ase strongly redued with respet to free-ionvalues.P. Javorský aknowledges the European Commission for support givenin the frame of the program �Training and Mobility of Researhers�. Thiswork is a part of the researh program MSM113200002 that is �naned bythe Ministry of Eduation of the Czeh Republi.REFERENCES[1℄ V. Sehovský, L. Havela, Magnetism of Ternary Intermetalli Compoundsof Uranium in Handbook of Magneti Materials Vol. 1, p. 1, edited byK.H.J. Bushow, Elsevier Siene B. V., Amsterdam 1998.[2℄ P. Javorský, V. Sehovský, J. Shweizer, F. Bourdarot, E. Lelièvre-Berna,A.V. Andreev, Y. Shiokawa, Phys. Rev. B63, 064423 (2001).[3℄ J.A. Paixão, G.H. Lander, P.J. Brown, H. Nakotte, F.R. de Boer, E. Brük,J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 4, 829 (1992).


